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Shuttle Bus Driver 
 

Department  Program 

Supervisor(s)  Program Manager 

Position Term Mid-May through Mid-September 

 

Position Description The position of shuttle bus driver was new in 2019 and will be continuing 

to develop in our 2020 summer season.  This position is charged with safely and reliably 

transporting guests and staff in buses carrying up to 32-passengers, to various points along the 

Denali Park Road, then picking them up at agreed upon times and locations.  Bus driving, 

specifically, may be required anywhere from 0-5 days/week, and may vary from week to week, 

so flexibility and willingness to work a majority of time in other departments, depending on best 

fit and company needs will be a necessity.  Individual is required to live on-site in our remote 

community. 

 

Compensation Pay will be no less than $13.43/hour ($147.73/10-hour day); the actual rate is 

commensurate with training, experience and other positions included in the five-day/week 

schedule.  Room and professionally prepared meals are provided free for the summer.  A travel 

stipend is paid upon completion of a full season.  Gratuities are pooled and divided equally 

among all staff, amounting to approximately $500/person/month. 

 

Major Functions A shuttle bus driver is responsible for safely transporting guided hiking parties 

over the Denali Park Road.  Driver will be navigating buses (up to 32-passenger in size) over the 

Park’s single-lane gravel road.  Driving conditions include, but are not limited to, steep grades, 

sharp drop offs, limited sight distances, wildlife encounters and other traffic.  This position 

requires close communication with naturalist guides, hosts and operations crew.  Other duties 

will include, but are not limited to, cleaning vehicles, eating meals with guests, and washing 

dinner dishes.  Additionally, driver’s schedule is likely to be flexible, with driving comprising 0-

5 days of work each week.  The balance of an anticipated average of five workdays in each week 

will be spent in other departments, dependent on best fit and company needs. 

 

Knowledge, Skills, Abilities This position requires a current Class A or B Commercial Driver’s 

License with Passenger and Air Brake endorsements, and extensive bus driving experience, 

preferably in driving conditions similar to those encountered in the position.  Professional, 

courteous and accurate communication with guests will be a daily expectation.  Ability to 

communicate effectively with co-workers, and respond in a timely, reliable manner will be a 

requirement, as guided hiking parties will rely on timely return of the vehicle for pick-up.   

 

A clean driving record, current Medical Examiner’s Certificate, pre-employment drug screening, 

and participation in a random pool for drug and alcohol testing will also be required.  Additional 

helpful, but not required, skills include current Wilderness First Responder and CPR, familiarity 

with tire chains and winter driving conditions, and acquaintance with Denali National Park.  A 

depth and breadth of Alaska-specific knowledge is a plus.   
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Other Requirements  Flexibility, positive attitude, professionalism at every turn, willingness to 

pitch in, ability to live in remote Alaska, and desire to be a supportive member of a thoughtful 

community in a spectacular location. 

  

Working Conditions & Physical Demands We require of all our staff the ability to stand for 

long hours, walk up and down the one mile 500 vertical foot gravel driveway, lift up to 50 

pounds, traverse uneven foot trails that may require hundreds of vertical feet in elevation 

gain/loss, or conversely to sit for extended periods while driving.  This position is likely to 

include loading/unloading gear and bikes, and sitting for extended periods while driving and 

waiting for guest hikes to return.  Complementing job responsibilities have varying degrees of 

physical requirements additionally and accordingly. 

 

 


